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as the Olympic year, Sportswear NIKE today launched a new summer sports series of color, the introduction to you is one of the HI
GS DUNK. 
In fact, 

has been SNEAKER for girls will be boys more than girls always complain about styles, and the beautiful color are more than boys,
so this pair of rich colors of the DUNK HI GS definitely played an awesome turnaround, simple but rich color makes the whole pair of
shoes showed a summer the feeling of absolute, is an excellent Summer Shorts collocation selection, it is GS, so all the boys, the
girls envy you. Source:
Hong Kong fashion magazine "Milk" season in conjunction with the British shoe brand clarks Originals 2014 Horse cooperation do
not take note linked series. The play design work by the creative director Frank SILLY THING of Liew, Hong Kong Jockey Club's
unique culture inspired hair like, respectively, to create the Desert Ma and Desert Trek two designs. Design concept Desert Ma
along from generation to champion "original inhabitants INDIGENOUS", and therefore the body of a brown horse presented; shoes
with classic Desert Boot design, shoes are leather material to build, and with reference to the traditional saddle and riding boots
totem embroidery craft the "original inhabitants" in the race for the wild attitude faithfully rendered. 
Desert Trek design places another Hong Kong Horse of the Year "Fairy King Prawn Fairy King Prawn" inspired hair like designer
horses jujube body hair color and black tail hair into the Desert Trek design, using high-quality Su horse hair material and leather
uppers build, and lace holes above particular put gold, to commemorate this horse was the first overseas-level tournament �� late
Hong Kong Horse of the Year.
Players Edison CLOT released motion design adidas x Star Wars Hoth Skate Hi shoes complete look
2010-03-15 09:47:23 ; Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn ; [source: different potential flow] Print ; Close 

; ; ; 03 �� 15 hearing, Edison finally generous exposure CLOT design adidas x Star Wars Hoth Skate Hi shoes complete look. This
shoe design thoughts from the Star Wars series fifth section of The Empire Strikes Back Star Hoth Rebel Base Hoth rebel base of
shoes, it must have been so many favorite Star Wars series of friends who can not wait to glimpse its original appearance. 

; ; ; material used on shoes full suede texture, and the most special place is plush velvet ankle design, this time with a skateboard
shoes Gaotong Skate Hi presumably as a prototype of its support will also not low, more suitable for people with use. This shoe is
expected by the end of March in the global Juice shop and undefeated Los Angeles shop shelves trafficking, trafficking detailed
information about to follow, interested friends can not miss the detailed report in the future. 

Related news
; ; ; spend 680 yuan to buy a pair of "Adidas" basketball shoes, wear for a day and a half will be unglued, Zhang hole about 2 cm.
Yesterday, Ms. Xia complained to the newspaper basketball shoes quality problems.
at 18:00 on November 22 and more, the son of Ms. Xia's on the 6th floor Shapingba District of Li Yang department store "Adidas"
counters to 680 yuan to buy a pair of white basketball shoes. "Buy back is on the 24th day wear, to wear for a long time on the 25th,
the child called back and said, opening a shoe." Ms. Xia will find shopping malls seek explanation. Li Yang said the department can
only help it trim respect, but Ms. Xia said they were "Adidas" shoes do not trust the quality, "either refund or change shoes, we can
not be a pair of shoes the mouth." 
Yesterday, the reporter went to Li Yang department store "Adidas" counters, counter salesperson Miss Shen would have returned the
shoes to reporters:. "There are only two places left unglued the" Miss Shen told reporters, now sports shoes have adopted green
plastic, inevitably, there will be unglued shoes, "about a month there will be a pair of it." Ms. Shen said.
Lazy shoes with graffiti SBTG are two leading brands, previously published & quot; The Paramount Dunk: Cont'd & quot; after
receiving orders for consumer shopping but their system seems to have little problem than the actual result.! manufacturing number is
also a surplus of about 40 orders, because the system in order to compensate for these errors and extra orders Lazy SBTG with the
launch of this paragraph Dunk High to compensate consumers 
;. 
This a unique Dunk Hi is divided into two colors are red and green lines and black lines, point of sale is scheduled for Crimson and
Clover. Also on the tongue adds a specially zippers and buckles as well as labels, so that the overall texture and the value is greatly
add points 

According to Hypebeast said, according to their current understanding of these will be sold to the original purchase & quot; The



Paramount Dunk:! Cont'd & quot; because of the system error & quot ; victim & quot; (I also want that victims Ah!) If you need more
information you can send email to ask: paramount@royalefam.com 
..
; 

; 

; 
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; ; ; ; [Chinese shoes Network - Brand Dynamics]! "Greenpeace warned chemical swimsuit" According to the German
"Sueddeutsche Zeitung" reported on the 28th, the world's leading environmental organization "Greenpeace" on the 27th in A
sportswear survey showed Hamburg, including Nike, Adidas, Puma and other internationally renowned sports brand swimwear
fabrics containing chemical substances harmful to human health. 
The organization claims that, almost more than half of that inspection swimsuit fluorine chemical substances in products, by testing
the product 4/5 contain alkyl phenol ethoxylates, the problem is most serious is that children swimsuit. Greenpeace said fluorine
chemicals can lead to infertility, damage to the immune system and the endocrine system, and these international big swimsuit not
marked these harmful ingredients. Allegedly, since many of these sports apparel production in China, China's environmental
pollution, especially water pollution is very serious. (Chinese shoes Network - the most authoritative and most professional shoe
News Media Partner: Apparel Network ; global fashion brand network.)
Dear friend:

we are shoe wholesaler, and you can go to view my site: shoessaleb2c.com

we have many top quality shoes in stock .mainly wholesale ; Nike Air Jordan sneakers, air Force one, AF1 Obama, Nike Dunk Sb
high, Nike dunk sb low, Nike shox, Such as Adidas, hot AJF LS.6 rings, Jordan, Air Max ; (87 88 89 90 91 95 97 180 2003 2006 360
2009 2010) TN ltd, Shox TL / TL2 / NZ / R4 / r5, Rift, Timberland, Reebok, and hot brand shoes Nike Blaze CREATIVE
RECREATION , SUPRA SHOES, ATO SHOES, NIKE AIR YEEZY Alife SHMACK SHOES UGG boots etc .and I can give you best
price, and a pair is $ 30- $ 38 with the shipping .And order more, give you a discount.we also provide many brand clothes.Jeans,
such as bbc hoodies, bape hoodies, evisu coat, red monkey jean, bape jean, bbc jean, evisu jean, etc. And any problem, we can
negotiate it.Trust we will have a good business in the future, and you will love to do the business with me, and then we will benefit If
you are interested in my products, please visit my website:. shoessaleb2c.com, and contact me in the E-mail:
shoessaleb2c@hotmail.com or shoessaleb2c@yahoo.cn

Thanks and best regards
[Chinese shoes Network - Brand News] Yesterday, Nike will create a portrait of its brand experience Asia's largest store officially
opened in Shanghai's bustling Huaihai shopping district and will continue their professional perspective and innovative spirit of the
brand incentives Every sports enthusiasts. The new brand experience store sits 3,700 square meters, 4 layer super luxury experience
space continues Nike classic design style. 
Nike Huaihai brand experience store will bring a new challenge Nike digital area (Digi-tal Hub). The interactive experience area is
Nike's first attempt in China, Shanghai will bring consumers the most advanced and fun sport digital experience - an interactive
mobile applications and will be equipped with the digital technology of combining the new shoes sport experience. Basketball
products provided in four, you can find Bryant, James and other players exclusive sneakers in there. The next two weeks, the Nike
brand experience Huaihai store will continue to usher in a series of players, new product launches and other activities. (Chinese
shoes Network - the most authoritative and most professional Footwear News)
Great second leg of China trip more than Bryant Wuhan station activity report 2013-12-08 22:25:19
In line with the Nike "live out your greatness" (Find Your Greatness) theme dissemination activities, Bryant for the first time about his
great interpretation and understanding to Wuhan. August 16 morning, Bryant came to the Wuhan Institute of Physical Education for
obtaining the Nike Summer League Eastern city tour champion players were coaching, Bryant personally for small players to
demonstrate his good basketball skills, and allow small players to mimic exercise, followed by Bryant followed the action and
observed each group of players put forward specific comments. Afternoon, Bryant appeared in Wuhan Optical Valley in Wuhan
stadium and passionate fans to meet and watch Nike Summer Tour Eastern U19 / U22�������ľ���, but also with the scene of
eight lucky fans an interactive game, presented to the winner designed specifically for the Chinese market, Dream Season IV
basketball shoes, while also giving 23 to 26 August will be held in Shanghai Nike sink tickets to the summer tournament champion,
encourage them to continue "to find their greatness."



; ; ; ; [Chinese shoes Network - Brand Dynamics]! "Greenpeace warned chemical swimsuit" According to the German
"Sueddeutsche Zeitung" reported on the 28th, the world's leading environmental organization "Greenpeace" on the 27th in A
sportswear survey showed Hamburg, including Nike, Adidas, Puma and other internationally renowned sports brand swimwear
fabrics containing chemical substances harmful to human health. 
The organization claims that, almost more than half of that inspection swimsuit fluorine chemical substances in products, by testing
the product 4/5 contain alkyl phenol ethoxylates, the problem is most serious is that children swimsuit. Greenpeace said fluorine
chemicals can lead to infertility, damage to the immune system and the endocrine system, and these international big swimsuit not
marked these harmful ingredients. Allegedly, since many of these sports apparel production in China, China's environmental
pollution, especially water pollution is very serious. (Chinese shoes Network - the most authoritative and most professional shoe
News Media Partner: Apparel Network ; global fashion brand network.)
; ; ; March 23 in the afternoon, with the joyful sound of firecrackers, the Pou Chen International Group, the company's first product high
Yusheng 2800 pairs of "Nike" shoes shipped to the United States market. This marks the province was listed as one of the major
investment project scheduling industry on high Yusheng company officially put into operation. 
; to complete the task orders for 340,000 pairs of shoes from the US, Europe, the company opened three production lines, each
production line of Nissan 2400 pairs of shoes, and a production line in order to increase the monthly rate of development. Expected
to be in March 2007, the company will have 16 production lines in operation, will produce monthly one million pairs of shoes,
employing over 1.5 million people. 
It is understood that the high Yusheng is the world's largest sports shoe agency - Pou Chen International Group in March 2005 with
the signing of the project on the high county, in July last year to start construction. The company mainly produces "Nike", "Starter" and
other brands of shoes, the first phase investment of $ 70 million, has six main workshop.
Sports players Nike Air Max 90 "Anniversary" do not note series ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ;
2015-04-03 14:20:14 ; Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn ; [Source: hypebeast] Print ; Close 

Chinese shoes Network April 3 hearing, to celebrate the birth of a classic running shoes Air Max 90 the 25th anniversary of the sports
brand Nike has launched a special "Anniversary" do not note series. Which includes a total of Flash Lime / Black-Hypr Jd-Infrared
and Gym Red / Black-Infrared Metallic Gold two color, where the former use of the material constituting the color zebra shoes,
combined with ice blue, pale green and fluorescent pink decorated vamp ; while the latter is a gorgeous red suede material use is
made of the designers also hope that through these two bold and eye-catching color design, will you bring back Air Max sneakers
lovers the birth of 90 that era. (Chinese shoes Network - the most authoritative and most professional shoe News Media Partners:
baby Ah shoes) 

; 

; 

Duang !! sweep swept away, there are surprises !!! 
station
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